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Abstract
Objective: To understand the impact of time pressure and automated decision
support systems (DSS) in a simulated medical visual search task.
Background: Time pressure usually impairs manual performance in visual search
tasks, but DSS support might neutralize this negative effect. Moreover, understanding the
impact of time pressure and DSS support seems relevant for many real-world applications
of visual search.
Method: We used a visual search paradigm where participants had to search for
target letters in a simulated medical image. Participants performed the task either
manually or with support of a highly reliable DSS. Time pressure was varied
within-subjects by either a trialwise time-pressure manipulation (Experiment 1) or a
blockwise manipulation (Experiment 2). Performance was assessed based on signal
detection measures. To further analyze visual search behavior, a mouse-over approach was
used.
Results: In both experiments, results showed impaired sensitivity under high
compared to low time pressure in the manual condition, but no negative effect of time
pressure when working with a highly reliable DSS. Moreover, participants searched less
under time pressure and when receiving DSS support, indicating participants followed the
automation without thoroughly checking recommendations. However, the human-DSS
team’s sensitivity was always worse than that of the DSS alone, independent of the
strength of time pressure.
Conclusion: Negative effects of time pressure can be ameliorated when receiving
support by a DSS, but joint overall performance remains below DSS-alone performance.
Application: Highly reliable DSS seem capable of ameliorating the negative
impact of time pressure in complex detection tasks.
Keywords: Human-automation interaction, Visual Search, Decision Making,
Trust in Automation, Compliance and Reliance, Stress

TIME PRESSURE AND AUTOMATION
Précis: Using a simulated medical visual search task, the present experiments
were conducted to study human performance consequences of automated decision support
systems (DSS) and time pressure. Time pressure negatively impacted performance, but
only when the task was done manually but not with DSS. However, the overall joint
performance of human and DSS was consistently worse than that of the DSS alone.
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Understanding the Impact of Time Pressure and Automation Support in a
Visual Search Task
Automation is making inroads into more and more application domains and one
special kind of automation which is widely used is the decision support system (DSS).
Specifically, DSS are usually meant to aid a human in performing a certain task and they
aim to provide users automatically generated information on the state of the world based
on information from the environment (Mosier & Manzey, 2020). Despite the wide variety
in underlying complexity and application domains of DSS, the final output to the user is
usually a quite straightforward indication of a certain state—be it a beeping sound of a
smoke detector or the marking of malignant tissue in a mammogram. However,
unfortunately, automation is often inappropriately used, resulting in disuse (the
automation is not used enough given its capabilities) or misuse (the automation is used too
much given its capabilities) (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997). With highly reliable DSS,
particularly disuse is often a problem, resulting in overall human-automation performance
often being below that of the automation alone (Bartlett & McCarley, 2017; Boskemper
et al., 2021; Meyer & Kuchar, 2021; Rieger & Manzey, 2022). This shows that—even when
a system is highly reliable—the use of the system is often not adequate, leading to
suboptimal overall performance.
One particular domain in which automation is increasingly finding application is the
medical field in general (e.g., Jiang et al., 2017; Luz et al., 2016) and medical image
evaluation such as radiology in particular (e.g., Alberdi et al., 2004; Drew et al., 2012),
where even novel AI-based technologies have been introduced recently (Bejnordi et al.,
2017; McKinney et al., 2020). Medical image evaluation is basically an applied visual
search task, be it in deciding whether a mammogram contains a malignant mass or in
checking a sonography for an aortic perforation. In visual search, the goal is to differentiate
signals (e.g., a tumor) from noise (e.g., non-malignant tissue) and the sensitivity of an
operator or a system to discriminate between these two states can be described in terms of
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signal detection theory (SDT; Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2004).
Specifically, in SDT, performance can formally be described using the sensitivity (d0 , the
ability to discriminate between signal and noise) and the response criterion (C, the
tendency to respond either "signal" or "noise"), with a more liberal criterion (C < 0) when
one tends to respond "signal" and a more conservative criterion (C > 0) when one tends to
respond "noise". These two formal measures can be calculated from hit and false alarm
rates (see Stanislaw and Todorov, 1999, for calculation of the two measures).
In any field, DSS are usually introduced because it can presumably make work safer
and increase overall performance (French et al., 2018; Mosier & Manzey, 2020; Sheridan &
Parasuraman, 2005). In the specific case of medical imaging, the idea is that DSS can help
identify potential abnormalities and therefore support radiologists or other medical
professionals (Dorrius et al., 2011; Drew et al., 2012). Specifically, automated DSS can aid
distinguishing between signals and noise in this context. Note that in safety-critical
approaches to system design, DSS tend to be designed in a way that it tends to produce
false alarms (i.e., liberal criterion) in order to avoid misses of critical signals as well as
possible. However, given technological advancements, the sensitivity of DSS keeps
improving. In the specific field of radiology, for instance, some algorithms have been
designed which outperform radiologists in their typical workflow (Bejnordi et al., 2017)
Nevertheless, primarily for legal reasons, humans are often the final decision-maker and
ultimately responsible, even in scenarios where the automation alone is better than the
human alone.
DSS support in an applied visual search task is also interesting from a theoretical
perspective. Specifically, serial, self-terminating (SST) models of visual search (e.g., Bricolo
et al., 2002; Pashler, 1987; Snodgrass, 1972; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; van Zandt &
Townsend, 1993) assume that visual search proceeds serially (i.e., one search item at a
time) and terminates as soon as an item has been identified as a target (i.e.,
self-termination). Thus, target present decisions are usually based on a shorter search than
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target absent decisions. When being supported by an automated DSS, based on SST
models, one would expect the difference in search amount between target present and
absent to be decreased because the advice that no target is present helps inform an
"absent" decision with a shorter search being done (Rieger et al., 2021).
In previous research, it has been shown that automated DSS can aid performance in
applied visual search tasks such as luggage screening (e.g., Huegli et al., 2020; Madhavan &
Wiegmann, 2007; Rieger & Manzey, 2022) but only if the performance of the automation
alone is greater than that of the operator working manually (Rieger et al., 2021). However,
as was mentioned above, even in this case the human usually remains in charge of the final
judgment and decision-making, and, as a consequence, the use (i.e., when to rely on and to
comply with a DSS, see Meyer, 2001) of automated systems is often less-than-ideal.
Specifically, the use of the information provided by the DSS is often not properly calibrated
(Parasuraman & Riley, 1997), leading to operators interfering with system
recommendations which are actually correct. The other side of this lack of proper
calibration is that operators also do not always notice when the DSS makes an error which
has been described as the downside of automation bias (Parasuraman & Manzey, 2010). In
summary, even though automated DSS can be quite helpful to improve critical
performance, they are often not used appropriately.
In assessing possible consequences of DSS on human visual search performance, it
further has to be considered that in a plethora of real-world applications, time pressure is a
ubiquitous workload factor. For instance, consider a luggage screener at the airport who
might see a long line of passengers waiting, or a physician in the emergency room needing
to quickly perform an urgent sonography. It seems obvious that in those cases, support by
an automated DSS might be particularly helpful as time pressure leads to decreased
manual performance in these kinds of tasks (e.g., Rice & Keller, 2009; Rieger & Manzey,
2022). Moreover, some earlier research has even shown that by increasing dependence
under very high time pressure, overall performance could even increase under time pressure
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with a highly reliable DSS (Rice et al., 2008; Rice & Keller, 2009; Rice et al., 2010; Rice &
Trafimow, 2012). Specifically, if operators followed the recommendations of a highly
reliable DSS under high time pressure more strictly, this might lead to improved overall
performance. So far, however, this effect has mainly been demonstrated under conditions of
extremely high time pressure where individuals might not even have had a choice but to
depend on the automation (e.g., 2 s for complex visual stimuli in Rice and Keller, 2009).
Moreover, it remains unclear whether an increased dependence under time pressure is
capable of closing the gap of joint human-DSS performance vs. DSS-alone performance, as
even then, dependence might not be high enough. Finally, even though some previous
research (McCarley, 2009; Rieger et al., 2021) has examined visual search behavior under
time pressure, the specific interplay of time pressure and support by an automated DSS
and its consequences on visual search behavior remains under-researched.
Based on this background, the present research aims to gain a better understanding
of the consequences of time pressure and the availability of DSS support on visual search
performance as well as a possible interaction of both factors. To study this, we conducted
two online experiments using an uncovering visual search paradigm where participants used
their mouse to uncover parts of the stimuli to search for specific targets. As the medical
field is one domain in which automation is being introduced more and more, we used a task
somewhat similar to mammography. However, to also make the task feasible for novices,
the task was to search for specific letters which were embedded in noise which resembles
that typically present in mammograms (Burgess et al., 2001). This paradigm allowed us to
not only measure the responses (i.e., decisions about the presence of a target) but also to
get a better understanding of the search which was done prior to each decision. Note,
though, that the use of this mouse-uncovering technique in this kind of paradigm makes
the search also somewhat artificial as visual search in the real world is not restricted to a
fixed-size square to uncover an image. However, by using this paradigm, we were able to
directly check how much of each stimulus participants searched through and what impact
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time pressure and automation support had on this. We always briefly displayed the full
stimulus before the mouse-over search started. This was done to allow participants some
attentional guidance for the stimuli (e.g., Wolfe, 2021) as would be the case in any
real-world application without sequential stimulus uncovering. This kind of paradigm has
been previously used (Matzen et al., 2021; Rieger et al., 2021) and a similar paradigm has
been shown to be able to capture comparable effects as eye-tracking studies (Matzen et al.,
2021).
In the first experiment, two groups of participants performed the simulated x-ray
screening task with or without support by a highly reliable DSS, respectively. Time
pressure was varied within-subjects by using a trialwise countdown for each stimulus, using
either a rather strict or loose time restriction. We hypothesized that performance (i.e.,
sensitivity) is generally better with a highly reliable DSS than when working manually
(e.g., Rieger & Manzey, 2022). Moreover, we hypothesized that there was a negative effect
of time pressure on performance, but only in the manual group with no negative effect (or
even a positive effect) in the automation group (e.g., Rice & Keller, 2009). As we used a
DSS which was highly reliable but not perfect, we decided to implement a liberal response
threshold, i.e., to have more false alarms than misses to mimic the safety-first approach
typically found in the real-world. Assuming that participants would follow the DSS in the
majority of cases, we hypothesized that the overall response bias were more liberal in the
automation than in the manual group. Further, in line with Rieger et al., 2021, we
hypothesized that the criterion became more conservative under time pressure, regardless
of automation group.
We also had hypotheses with respect to search amount which we defined as the
percentage of the image uncovered during the mouse-over search. In line with predictions
from SST models of visual search (e.g., Bricolo et al., 2002; Pashler, 1987), we
hypothesized a main effect of target presence with a smaller search amount for target
present than for target absent trials. However, crucially, we also hypothesized that target
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presence interacted with time pressure. Specifically, we expected that under high time
pressure, the absent search is cut shorter and therefore, the difference between present and
absent trials is reduced (though not zero) (Rieger et al., 2021). Further, we hypothesized a
similar interaction between target presence and group. That is, as the automated DSS
would likely give some additional evidence to base decisions on, we expected that this
would cut short absent searches more strongly than present searches (Rieger et al., 2021).
In Experiment 2, we wanted to extend our findings to another time-pressure
manipulation. The experiment involved a replication of all factors as the first one, but used
a different approach to vary the time pressure. Specifically, we aimed to induce time
pressure through opportunity costs (Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008), where we impose a time
limit per block instead of a fixed time per trial. In the real world, time pressure sometimes
also comes by having a total time available for a number of tasks instead of a fixed limit for
each task. Therefore, this approach of manipulating time pressure should extend the
external validity of our research.

Experiment 1

As previously mentioned, the goal of Experiment 1 was to investigate the impact of
time pressure and automated DSS support on performance and search behavior in a
simulated x-ray screening task. To this end, we varied between-subjects whether they
worked on the task manually (i.e., manual group) or whether they received support by a
highly reliable automated DSS (i.e., automation group). Moreover, as time pressure likely
also varies from time to time in the real world, we varied time pressure within-subjects
(i.e., low vs. high) by inducing a trialwise time limit. The time-pressure condition changed
after the first half of the experiment with the order of time-pressure conditions
counterbalanced across participants.
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Method
This research complied with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and both
experiments were approved by the local ethics committee at the Department of Psychology,
Technische Universität Berlin, Germany. Informed consent was obtained from each
participant.
Participants
Participants were recruited via the platform Prolific, as well as a web portal of
Technische Universität Berlin. They were either paid £4 (Prolific) or received course credit
(TU Berlin participants). 60 participants (25 female, 35 male) were randomly assigned to
the automation/manual groups and counterbalancing block order groups in equal numbers.
Note that there was no bias of recruiting platform in the assignment of participants to the
different (counterbalancing) groups (X 2 (3, N = 60) = 1.89, p = 0.596). Participants ranged
in age from 18 to 40 (Mage = 25.02, SD = 4.72) and reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision (including potential color deficiency) and fluency in English.
The desired sample size was pre-determined in a power analysis using GPower (Faul et al.,
2007) for a 2×2 mixed-ANOVA. That is, to achieve at least .85 power for relatively small
effects of f = 0.2, at least 60 participants were required and therefore recruited.
To ensure good data quality despite conducting the experiment online and avoid
including participants with arbitrary performance, we excluded a total of 40 additional
participants due to a) poor accuracy (i.e., below 60%, 25 participants), b) participants
pressing the same response key more than 15 times in a row which seems highly unlikely if
they paid attention to the task given a random sequence of the two response alternatives (4
participants), c) not responding in time more than eight times (10 participants), and d)
missing data for one block (1 participant). We established these criteria prior to data
collection to be able to continue recruiting participants until having a full sample of 60
participants. This was done to ensure that participants who were not fully engaged with
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the task were not included in further analyses.
Apparatus and Stimuli
The experiment was programmed using jspsych (de Leeuw, 2015) and was run on a
JATOS (Lange et al., 2015) server so that participants could individually run the
experiment in their browser. The experiment worked only on laptop/desktop computers.
Thus, participants were required to use only these devices in order to take part.
The task involved a simulated medical x-ray screening task where participants
searched for a target letter "E" among distractor letters "F" which were embedded in
simulated noise with the power spectrum of 1/f 3 . This kind of noise resembles the power
spectrum of mammograms (Burgess et al., 2001) and was the same as used in previous
research (Hebert et al., 2020; Sha et al., 2018). In each image, there were a total of 12
letters which could be rotated by 0, 90, 180, or 270 degrees. If there was no target present,
there were just 12 "F"’s and if there was a target present, 11 "F"s were shown along with
one "E". Responses were given using the "q" key for target absent, and using the "w" key
for target present. Letters were placed in randomly selected locations in an invisible 10x10
matrix to avoid overlap. The letters were white letters in font size 20 on a black
background and then blended with the noise images at an opacity of 94%. Half of the
stimuli contained a target. Images were sized 512x512 px but resized to 500x500 px upon
presentation. The stimulus order for the experiment was randomly generated, but the same
for each participant.
Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to either the manual or the automation group,
with the order of time-pressure conditions (i.e., high or low time pressure in the first half of
the main part of the experiment) being counterbalanced across participants. The
experiment consisted of six blocks and took approximately 30 minutes. In each block, half
the trials were target present trials and half the trials target absent trials. The first two
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blocks were considered as practice and were manual blocks, regardless of group assignment.
The first practice block consisted of just 10 trials and stimuli were shown in full
without the mouse-over procedure to familiarize participants with the stimulus material. In
this practice block, each trial started with a 1000 ms fixation cross, followed by the
stimulus which was displayed for a maximum of 16 s. Participants received feedback after
each trial for 1000 ms.
With the second practice block (20 trials), participants were introduced to the
mouse-over search and the trial countdown. Specifically, each trial again started with a
fixation cross of 1000 ms, but now this was followed by a 200 ms full preview of the
stimulus, after which again a fixation cross appeared. With the onset of the preview, a trial
countdown (16 s in the practice block) started which was displayed to the participants in
the upper left corner above the stimulus. To start the mouse-over search, the participants
now had to click on the second fixation cross. This feature was implemented to ensure
that, on each trial, the search had to begin from the same position. Upon clicking on the
fixation cross, a gray foreground appeared, and upon mouse movement, an area of 100x100
px around the mouse was uncovered. As soon as the mouse was moved, previously
uncovered areas were grayed out again. Upon registering the response on the "q" or "w"
key, participants received feedback on their accuracy for 2000 ms. From this block on, the
remaining number of trials in the respective block was always continuously displayed above
the image stimulus.
After completing the training blocks, participants were then instructed that now the
main part of the experiment would begin, and, that they would have severe or loose time
restriction for each trial (depending of the respective counterbalancing group), indicated
again top left above the stimulus. After two blocks in the respective time-pressure
condition, the time-pressure condition was changed to the condition not yet worked on. In
the high-time-pressure blocks, participants had a total of 6 s for each trial (from preview
onset). In the low-time-pressure blocks, participants now had a total of 11 s for each trial.
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Each main block consisted of 28 trials, resulting in a total of 112 experimental trials.
Participants were instructed to avoid not responding in time and that not responding in
time would be counted as a target absent response. Instead of a trial-by-trial feedback,
participants now received feedback on their performance after every block (i.e., overall
feedback on the number of correct decisions in the block just finished). Only in the case
that a trial was not answered in time, participants were reminded directly after the trial to
respond in time and that no response counts as target absent. Other than replacing the
trial feedback with a blank-screen inter-trial-interval (ITI) of 1000 ms, the trial procedure
in the main blocks was the same as in the second practice block.

In the automation group, prior to the main blocks, participants were additionally
informed that they would now be supported by an automation. Specifically, they were
instructed that if the automation detected a target, the full image would be framed by a
red rectangle, and if no target was detected by the automation (i.e., target absent), the
image would be framed by a green rectangle. The rectangle appeared with the preview
onset. In addition, on the top right above the stimulus, an information text was shown in
red/green, respectively with onset of the clickable fixation cross (i.e., "Present – ALARM"
in red or "Absent – All good" in green). An exemplary high-time-pressure trial with
automation support is shown in Figure 1. They were also instructed that the automation is
not perfect but had a reliability of over 90%. The true reliability of the automation was
92.86% (hit rate: 96.42%, FA rate: 10.17%), with perfect reliability in the first block of
each condition and three false alarms and one miss in the the second block of each
condition. This was done in order to allow participants to build up some trust towards the
DSS by not having them experience failures right away in the respective condition. This
resulted in a loglinear-corrected (Hautus, 1995) da of 2.80 and a liberal response criterion
C of -0.23. Automation failures were always associated with the same image stimuli to
ensure that any time-pressure effect in these trials was not related to image difficulty.
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Figure 1
Trial procedure example of a high-time-pressure block with automation support. Note that
in the manual group, there was no colored surrounding rectangle. In Experiment 2, rather
than a trialwise countdown, the countdown ran continuously throughout the block while on
average providing the same time per stimulus as in Experiment 1.

Design and Dependent Variables
Automation support was varied between-subjects (i.e., manual vs. automation) and
time pressure was varied within-subjects (i.e., high vs. low). We used the signal detection
measures da (as specified in Sterchi et al., 2019) and the criterion C (see Stanislaw and
Todorov, 1999 for computation) as our main dependent variables. In case of the manual
group, da and C directly indicate the visual search performance of the individual
participant. In the group with automation support, they indicate the overall sensitivity
and response bias of decisions made knowing the assessment provided by the DSS. In both
groups, the corrected da was used because it has been found to be more appropriate for
luggage screening data than the normal d0 —and as luggage screening and medical image
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perception share many commonalities (Gale et al., 2000), da seems like the appropriate
measure here, too. Note, though, that the results are basically the same when using the
standard d0 instead of da . As some participants had perfect hit or false alarm rates, we
applied the loglinear correction (Hautus, 1995) to all hit/false alarm rates. Moreover, we
also analyzed the search amount, that is, the percentage of the image which was uncovered
using the mouse-over. Search amount was calculated from the mouse-movements (i.e., how
much of the image was uncovered by the search square in relation to the overall image
size). Finally, for the automation group, we also analyzed dependence, using agreement
rates with the automated DSS (i.e., agreement with target recommendations (i.e., alarms)
as a measure of compliance and agreement with target absent recommendations (i.e.,
non-alarms) as a measure of reliance). Including these additional measures potentially
allows us to gain a better understanding of the automation use.
Assumptions for the parametric tests were checked and we found some violations.
However, we are confident that our ANOVA results were not affected by these violations
for three reasons. First, the F -test is relatively robust towards deviations of variables from
normal distribution and inhomogeneity of variances (Glass et al., 1972), particularly with
equal group sizes (Blanca et al., 2018) as was the case in our research. Second, we re-ran
the two-way ANOVAs using robust ANOVAs (Mair & Wilcox, 2020) which returned the
same results. Third, most of our effects are relatively large (Cohen, 1988) and it seems
highly unlikely that they would disappear without the few violations we detected.

Results

Note that in general, main effects with interactions for the same factor are only
interpreted if the main effect is present at all levels of the respective other factor(s).
Otherwise, we only interpret the interaction.
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Performance
For da (see Figure 2A), the main effect of group was significant, F (1, 58) = 74.161, p
< 0.001, ηp2 = 0.561, with better sensitivity in the automation (2.10) than in the manual
(1.12) group. Moreover, the main effect of time pressure was also significant, F (1, 58) =
23.06, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.284, however, this was modulated by a significant group × time
pressure interaction. That is, the interaction of group and time pressure was also
significant, F (1, 58) = 10.948, p = 0.002, ηp2 = 0.159. As becomes clear from Figure 2A, the
effect of time pressure was only present in the manual group (1.49 vs. 0.75, p < 0.001) but
not in the automation group (2.17 vs. 2.04, p = 0.295). Moreover, it also becomes evident
from Figure 2A that participants in the automation group did not properly depend on the
automation, as their performance was much worse than that of the automation alone. We
followed up on this analysis by using a simple t-test to check whether even under low time
pressure, the joint performance of the DSS-human dyad was worse than that of the
automation alone, which was the case, t(29) = 5.63, p < 0.001.
For the response criterion C (see Figure 2B), only the main effect of group was
significant, F (1, 58) = 105.255, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.645, with a more liberal response
criterion (-0.001) in the automation group and a conservative response criterion in the
manual group (0.64). This main effect makes sense as the automation was more false alarm
than miss prone, however, this also means that participants not supported by the DSS
failed to detect many targets. Neither the main effect of time pressure (p = 0.781) nor the
interaction of the two factors (p = 0.103) were significant.
Search Amount
Our paradigm allowed us to further analyze the search amount, i.e., how much of
the stimulus participants uncovered during their search prior to their decision. We
conducted an ANOVA with group as the between-subjects and time pressure and target
presence as within-subjects factors, as previous research has shown that search amount
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Figure 2
Results for the means of the signal detection theory measures da (A) and C (B) in
Experiment 1 as a function of time pressure (low vs. high) and group (automation vs.
manual). Dashed grey lines represent the automation alone, that is the system
characteristics. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

differs between target absent and present trials (Rieger et al., 2021). This ANOVA (see
Figure 3) revealed a significant main effect of group, F (1, 58) = 14.835, p < 0.001,
ηp2 = 0.204, with participants in the automation group searching through much less of the
stimulus (39.3%) than participants in the manual (59.3%) group. The main effect of time
pressure was also significant, F (1, 58) = 75.865, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.567, with a smaller
search amount under high (43.4%) than under low (55.2%) time pressure. Moreover, as
expected in line with visual search models with a self-terminating component, the main
effect of target presence was also significant, F (1, 58) = 177.774, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.754,
with much more being uncovered in target absent (55.8%) than in target present (42.8%)
trials. There were also several significant interactions except the group × time pressure
interaction (p = 0.205). Interestingly, the interaction of group and target presence was
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significant, F (1, 58) = 23.112, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.285, with a larger effect of target presence
in the manual (difference: 17.6%) than in the automation (difference: 8.2%) group,
indicating that participants terminated their search earlier with automation support.
Moreover, the interaction of time pressure and target presence was also significant, F (1, 58)
= 71.494, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.552, with a much larger difference between absent and present
trials under low (difference: 17.3%) than under high (difference: 8.6%) time pressure, as
under high time pressure, participants were likely forced to terminate their search earlier.
Finally, the three-way interaction was also significant and is best understood by Figure 3,
F (1, 58) = 4.221, p = 0.044, ηp2 = 0.068. That is, in the manual group, the difference
between the time-pressure effects on target absent vs. present trials was larger (10.9%
difference between time-pressure effects in absent and present) than in the automation
group (6.6% difference), as seen in the differences of the absent vs. present slopes in
Figure 3’s panels A and B.

Automation Use
Finally, for overall dependence, compliance, and reliance, there was no effect of time
pressure (all ps > 0.490). However, when taking a closer look at the automation failures, it
became clear that when under time pressure, participants were more likely to follow the
erroneous recommendations of the automation. Specifically, there was a main effect of time
pressure, F (1, 29) = 10.545, p = 0.003, ηp2 = 0.267, with higher agreement with automation
errors under high (84.2%) than under low (67.5%) time pressure. Moreover, in an
exploratory manner, we separated the data into trials where the automation indicated an
alarm (and the stimuli for which the automation would have indicated an alarm in the
manual group) and trials where the automation indicated no alarm (and the stimuli for
which the automation would have said absent in the manual group). We found that
participants with the DSS responded present on 86.8% of the trials where the automation
indicated an alarm, while only 52.1% of the participants in the manual group responded
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Figure 3
Mean search amount in % separately for each group (A: manual, B: automation), as a
function of time pressure and target presence. Error bars represent the standard error of
the mean.

present for the same stimuli. Vice versa, for the trials in which the automation
recommended absent, participants in the automation group responded absent on 93.0% of
these trials, while 91.2% of the manual group participants responded absent for the same
stimuli.
Discussion
In line with our hypotheses, we found a negative effect of time pressure on
sensitivity in the manual but not in the automation group. However, in line with some
(Rieger et al., 2021; Rieger & Manzey, 2022) findings but in contrast to other previous
studies using very severe time-pressure manipulations (Rice et al., 2008; Rice & Keller,
2009; Rice et al., 2010; Rice & Trafimow, 2012), we did not find any performance benefits
of time pressure with a highly reliable DSS at hand. Crucially, though, the joint
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performance of participants working with the DSS was still worse than that of the
automation alone, reinforcing earlier concerns (e.g., Bartlett & McCarley, 2017; Rieger &
Manzey, 2022) about sub-optimal dependence with highly reliable DSS. Specifically, the
joint sensitivity (da ) of the human-DSS dyad was below that of the DSS alone. Moreover,
the joint response criterion (C) was also more conservative than that of the DSS,
indicating that participants changed some DSS hits into joint misses.
The findings in search amount allowed us to get a better understanding of the results
obtained in the SDT performance measures. It was evident that with an automated DSS,
participants searched through less of the stimuli than when working manually, indicating
some kind of automation bias (Parasuraman & Manzey, 2010). Some participants even
chose to fully depend on the automation (i.e., agreed with 100% of the recommendations:
five cases out of 30 under high and four cases out of 30 under low time pressure). Further,
there were some participants in the automation group who only searched very little (i.e.,
eight cases out of 30 of search amounts smaller than 10% in the automation group for both
high and low time pressure). Thus, in line with our predictions based on SST models of
visual search, the interaction of target presence and automation group revealed that
participants based their target absent responses on less evidence when being supported by
a DSS than when working manually. Moreover, also in line with SST model predictions,
when working under high time pressure, the difference in search amount between target
absent and present trials was smaller than when having more time available, also indicating
that high time pressure forces absent decisions to be made based on a less thorough search.
In evaluating these results, it should be noted that not every real-world case of time
pressure comes on the basis of single trials. Specifically, sometimes, time pressure also
comes from a limited overall time to conduct a certain number of tasks involving several
decisions (Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008). For instance, consider a radiologist who might
need to fill in for a colleague, thus leaving them with an increased workload for a certain
duration, having to work on more images during the same time span than normal. This
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would likely result in some kind of time pressure which could be different from having a
specific time limit for each case. In order to corroborate the findings of Experiment 1 and
also to extend the findings to another variant of time pressure, Experiment 2 was
conducted using a blockwise manipulation of time pressure.
Experiment 2
The second experiment was designed to check whether the results of Experiment 1
can be extended to another manipulation of time pressure, that is, a blockwise countdown
which allows participants to manage the time available more freely across trials rather than
enforcing a strict limit per trial. Note though, that we provided participants with some
feedback (for details, see below) about their current speed during the block. This kind of
progress feedback is unlikely to be available in any real-world application with a similar
time restriction for a certain number of tasks. However, in this experiment, we did this to
allow participants some information about their progress and time management, as in
contrast to the real world, the task and its time allocation were of course relatively new to
the participants. Specifically, we expected to replicate our findings of Experiment 1 and
therefore had the same hypotheses. Regarding the most central hypothesis of performance,
we again hypothesized that sensitivity would be higher with automation support than
without, a negative effect of time pressure and that the automation can ameliorate this
negative effect. Note though, that our hypotheses regarding the criterion and search
amount were also the same as in Experiment 1.
Method
Participants
A fresh sample of 60 participants (40 male, 19 female, 1 non-binary) was recruited
via Prolific and a web portal of Technische Universität Berlin. They ranged in age from 18
to 35 (Mage = 24.22, SD = 4.34) and were predominantly right-handed (54 right-handed, 5
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left-handed, 1 ambidextrous), again reporting normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Again,
there was no systematic bias in (counterbalancing) group assignment of participants
recruited via the different platforms (X 2 (3, N = 60) = 6.34, p = 0.096).
We applied the same exclusion criteria as in Experiment 1 to ensure high quality
data despite collecting data online. Overall, 49 additional participants were excluded
because of a) accuracy below 60% (6 participants), b) because of pressing the same
response key more than 15 times in a row (6 participants), c) because they did not
complete the experiment within 60 minutes (5 participants), or d) because they did not
respond in time more than eight times (32 participants). Note that while the latter number
might seem high, in this experiment it was theoretically possible to start each block and
just wait for the experiment to finish, which unfortunately some participants did.

Apparatus, stimuli, design, and procedure
Apparatus, stimuli, design, and dependent variables and their assessment were the
same as in Experiment 1. The only change in the procedure was that in Experiment 2, the
time restrictions were not given on a trial-by-trial basis, but induced through opportunity
costs via a blockwise countdown. However, to ensure consistency with Experiment 1, the
mean total time available for each stimulus was the same. With respect to the procedure,
the initial practice block with no mouse-over was the same as in Experiment 1. Then, in
the second practice block with mouse-over, participants were familiarized with the
blockwise provision of time available for the task. Specifically, they had a total time of 6
min and 20 s for performing the 20 trials, resulting from adding the time of the fixation
and feedback to the time given per trial and multiplying this sum by the number of trials
in this block. Applying the same rationale, this resulted in blockwise times of 3 min 44 s
and 6 min and 4 s for the following experimental blocks with high and low time pressure,
respectively. During these blocks, the experiment automatically checked whether the
average response time of participants would lead them to finish the block in time. To make
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participants aware that they need to speed up their responses to finish all trials of the block
in time, every five trials and on the final five trials of each block, they were shown an orange
warning "you need to speed up" along with a 500 ms 500 Hz beeping sound but only if they
were too slow on average up to that point. This was done in order to allow participants
some information about their time management. Participants were made aware of this
in-block feedback prior to the mouse-over blocks. Again, participants were instructed to try
to respond to all trials in time and that not responding in time would count as target
absent, but as in this experiment it was theoretically possible to not see all trials of a
block, we only included the trials which the participant had actually seen in the analyses.
Results
Performance
The effects in the performance results (see Figure 4) were quite similar to those
obtained in Experiment 1. For da , there were again significant main effects for both group,
F (1, 58) = 14.484, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.2, as well as time pressure, F (1, 58) = 17.843, p
< 0.001, ηp2 = 0.235. However, these main effects were modulated by a significant
interaction of the two factors. Specifically, the interaction of time pressure and group was
again significant, F (1, 58) = 11.905, p = 0.001, ηp2 = 0.17, with a difference between low
and high time pressure only present in the manual (1.80 vs. 1.13, p < 0.001) but not in the
automation group (2.04 vs. 1.97, p = 0.586), again showing the potential of automation to
reduce the negative effects of time pressure. Further, the difference between the two groups
was only significant under high (p < 0.001) but not under low (p = 0.135) time pressure.
Again, the joint performance of human and DSS was significantly worse than that of the
DSS alone, even under low time pressure, t(29) = 6.55, p < 0.001, indicating that
participants deteriorated the high performance of the automation alone.
For the response criterion C (see Figure 4B), there was again a main effect of group,
F (1, 58) = 36.435, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.386, with a much more liberal criterion with
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Figure 4
Results for the means of the signal detection theory measures da (A) and C (B) in
Experiment 2 as a function of time pressure (low vs. high) and group (automation vs.
manual). Dashed grey lines represent the automation alone, that is the system
characteristics. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

automation (0.05) than when working manually (0.44) which makes sense against the
background of the DSS’s liberal criterion. In this experiment and in contrast to
Experiment 1, the main effect of time pressure was also significant, F (1, 58) = 5.486, p
= 0.023, ηp2 = 0.086, with a more conservative criterion under high (0.29) than under low
(0.19) time pressure which is in line with the findings of Rieger et al. (2021). The
interaction was not significant (p = 0.156).
Search Amount
We again also analyzed the search amount to get a better understanding of the
strategies involved in the search (see Figure 5) using an ANOVA with the additional factor
target presence. The result pattern was quite similar to that in Experiment 1. That is,
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Figure 5
Mean search amount in % separately for each group (A: manual, B: automation), as a
function of time pressure and target presence in Experiment 2. Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.

there were again main effects of group, F (1, 58) = 23.172, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.285, time
pressure, F (1, 58) = 42.304, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.422, and target presence, F (1, 58) = 153.464,
p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.726. As in Experiment 1, larger areas were searched through in the
manual than in the automation group (68.4% vs. 48.0%), in the low than in the high time
pressure condition (63.5% vs. 52.9%), and in absent than in present trials (66.7% vs.
49.7%). There were again several interactions. Specifically, time pressure and target
presence interacted significantly, F (1, 58) = 18.95, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.246—that is, as in
Experiment 1, the difference between target absent and present search amount was much
smaller under high time pressure (difference: 13.6%) than under low time pressure
(difference: 20.4%). Moreover, as in the first experiment, the interaction of group and
target presence was also significant, F (1, 58) = 12.304, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.175, with a larger
difference between target absent and present trials in the manual (difference: 12.2%) than
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in the automation (difference: 21.8%) group. No other interaction was significant
(ps > 0.172).
Automation Use
We again analyzed overall dependence, as well as compliance and reliance to check
whether time pressure had an impact here. There was again no overall effect of time
pressure (all ps > 0.356). When again separately checking the trials in which the
automation made an error, there was no effect of time pressure on dependence in failure
trials in this experiment, F (1, 29) = 2.012, p = 0.167, ηp2 = 0.065, with only a descriptive
difference in agreement with automation errors in the high time pressure (73.3%) vs. low
time pressure (63.3%) conditions. As in Experiment 1, we ran an exploratory analysis
separating the red/green trials of the automation and checked the response behavior to
these alarms/non-alarms in comparison to how the manual group responded to the same
stimuli. Similar to Experiment 1, participants in the automation group responded present
on 83.7% of the trials where the DSS indicated an alarm, while only 63.0% of the
participants in the manual group responded present for the same stimuli. Vice versa, for
the trials in which the DSS recommended absent, participants in the automation group
responded absent on 91.8% of these trials, while 89.5% of the manual group participants
responded absent for the same stimuli. This seems to show that participants benefited
particularly from the alarms of the DSS, but not as much from the non-alarms.
Discussion
Experiment 2 mainly replicated and extended the findings obtained in
Experiment 1. Thus, the blockwise time-pressure manipulation seems to produce similar
findings as the trialwise manipulation. As in Experiment 1, there were again some
participants in the automation group who always followed the automation’s
recommendations (two cases out of 30 under high time pressure and no cases under low
time pressure). Moreover, there were also again participants in the automation group who
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conducted rather incomplete searches of the stimuli (i.e., mean search amount smaller than
10% in four out of 30 cases under high and two cases out of 30 under low time pressure).
As was mentioned above, time pressure through opportunity costs is another version of
time pressure instead of a time restriction per trial—but the results were mostly the same.
We will therefore continue to discuss the two experiments jointly.

General Discussion
The goal of the present experiments was to investigate the performance
consequences of automated DSS, time pressure, and their possible interactions in an
applied visual search task, simulating the demands of an x-ray screening task. Moreover, to
gain a better understanding of the search behavior, we used a relatively novel paradigm,
which allowed us to track how much of the stimulus participants uncovered prior to their
decisions. In two experiments, participants either performed the visual search task
manually or with the support of a DSS. In addition, the time available for conducting the
task was varied, in order to simulate conditions with varying degrees of time pressure.
Specifically, where Experiment 1 used the most typical manipulation of time pressure (i.e.,
trial-by-trial time restrictions), Experiment 2 extended the findings to a different variation
of a time-pressure manipulation (i.e., time pressure through opportunity costs).
The first key finding was that with support of a DSS, no negative effect of time
pressure on sensitivity was observed. This marked an important contrast to the
unsupported manual groups, where typical performance impairments of time pressure were
obtained, consistently reflected in a lower sensitivity for discriminating between
target-present and target-absent images (see e.g., McCarley, 2009; Rice & Keller, 2009;
Rieger et al., 2021; Rieger & Manzey, 2022). This finding was highly consistent across both
experiments, suggesting a general potential of automation support compensating negative
effects of time pressure on decision making in such search tasks, independent of how
exactly this time pressure is induced. The fact that automated DSS can reduce the
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negative impact of a workload factor like time pressure is in line with some earlier research
(e.g., Rice & Keller, 2009; Rice et al., 2010; Rieger & Manzey, 2022). However, in contrast
to the findings by Rice and Keller (2009), who even found an increased visual search
performance under high vs. low time pressure when supported by a DSS, we did not find
such an effect. That is, even though the negative effect of time pressure was absent in the
automation groups of both experiments, there was no positive effect of time pressure,
neither statistically reliable nor descriptively. Hence, there was no evidence for a more
heuristic strategy (Payne et al., 1988; Rice & Keller, 2009) of automation dependence
under high time pressure in the present study. This challenges the assumption of Rice and
Keller (2009) that participants just depend on the DSS without checking the image
themselves when working under high time pressure and with a highly reliable DSS
available. In contrast, even under time pressure, our participants seem to have used the
automation in a way that they adapted their response bias in a more liberal direction,
without becoming as liberal as the automation alone, though.
A second key finding of our experiments was that in the automation groups of both
experiments, the joint performance (i.e., sensitivity) of the human-automation dyad was
consistently below that of the automation alone. This finding is in line with earlier research
which also showed a worse joint dyad performance than that of a highly reliable automation
alone, implying a sub-optimal use of the automation (Bartlett & McCarley, 2017;
Boskemper et al., 2021; Meyer, 2004; Meyer & Kuchar, 2021; Rieger & Manzey, 2022). In
the present data, this sub-optimal use becomes evident when contrasting the dependence of
our participants on the automation with the achieved overall sensitivity. That is, despite
the fact that overall dependence was high (88.8% in Experiment 1, 87.5% in Experiment 2),
the sensitivity was still much worse than that of the automation. This suggests that
participants significantly interfered with the automation’s recommendations not only when
the automation made errors, but also when it was correct—which can be considered as a
sort of disuse of the DSS. Moreover, as became evident when separately looking at the
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dependence when the automation erred, participants also agreed with many incorrect
recommendations—which can be considered as some sort of overtrust and misuse of the
DSS. This latter effect even seems to become more pronounced under high time pressure.
Thus, it seems like participants in the automation group managed to show both
behavior of disuse and misuse within the same experiment. This finding of misuse and
disuse at the same time suggests that participants did not trust the DSS too little or too
much. Instead, they just seem to avoid to always agree with the assessments of the DSS
(i.e., full dependence) even though they were supported by a highly reliable aid.
Perhaps, one possible reason for this honest but failed attempt at improving the
aid’s recommendations is that following the aid all the time would be in contrast to their
perception of the own role of being ultimately responsible for the final decision. This raises
the question whether operators should be kept in the loop at all when automation is highly
reliable, particularly under high time pressure where there is already AI available which
outperforms pathologists in their typical time-pressured workflow (Bejnordi et al., 2017).
However, in many real-world cases, it is of course not possible to remove the operator from
the loop for legal reasons (Bryson et al., 2017) or to have someone there in case of
emergencies. Further studies should try to follow up this assumption of whether human
operators’ trying to make sense of their role as final authority in a human-automation
system might actually lead to suboptimal overall performance when interacting with highly
reliable DSS. Moreover, in future studies (with more trials), including an SDT-driven
approach of the behavioral consequences of trust by analyzing the differences in response
criteria between alarms and non-alarms (e.g., Maltz & Meyer, 2001; Meyer et al., 2014)
might be helpful to gain a better understanding of the use of the system.
Finally, the present paradigm also allowed us to take a closer look at the search
behavior (i.e., how much of the stimulus was actually uncovered). These analyses revealed
evidence for some kind of an automation bias—that is, the general search amount was
lower when being supported by an automation than when working manually, showing that
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less evidence was required to make a decision for participants working with a DSS.
However, as was discussed above, this unfortunately did not result in some kind of a
functional automation bias, where operators strictly follow the DSS’ advice given its high
reliability. The results obtained in search amount are generally in line with theoretical
predictions from SST models of visual search (e.g., Bricolo et al., 2002; Pashler, 1987;
Snodgrass, 1972; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; van Zandt & Townsend, 1993), as there were
consistent interactions both between target presence and automation support and target
presence and time pressure. Particularly the latter interaction seems problematic from an
applied standpoint, as a less thorough search under high time pressure likely leads to
overlooking crucial targets, as is also evident from the lower manual sensitivity under high
time pressure. Moreover, it would be an interesting avenue for future research to explore
differences between automation and manual groups in fixations of certain stimulus areas,
potentially using eye-tracking.
Of course, the present study does not come without limitations. First, the
experiment was conducted online and therefore comes with the typical limitations
associated with an online experiment. However, we enforced rather strict exclusion criteria
prior to our data analyses to ensure that only participants who reasonably worked on the
experiments were included. Second, there were of course some differences between our
experimental task and the real world. Specifically, the task which we used resembles the
task characteristics of a medical visual search task but there is of course a difference
between the real-world equivalent and a lab adaptation of the task. Further, the time
pressure manipulation in Experiment 2 might only be somewhat helpful in understanding
the differences between different types of time pressure, as in the real world, there is likely
no scenario where one gets speed feedback every five images if it is required to adjust the
work pace. Nevertheless, we used such live feedback in the present study to allow
participants, who were new to the task, at least some information about their ongoing time
management. Regardless, we believe that this kind of task can still help to get a basic
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understanding of the phenomena studied in the present research. Third, with 50%, we had
an unreasonably high base rate of targets which is required to have enough trials to analyze
but future research needs to address this issue more systematically.
To conclude, the findings of the present experiments show that the negative impact
of time pressure can be reduced when providing a highly reliably automated DSS. However,
similar to concerns raised in earlier research (e.g., Bartlett & McCarley, 2017; Meyer &
Kuchar, 2021), the joint performance of the DSS and the human was much less than an
ideal symbiosis of human and machine would theoretically allow for. Moreover, the present
experiments show that using a relatively novel uncovering paradigm in a simulated medical
visual search task, it is possible to enhance the understanding of automated decision
support.
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Key Points
• Time pressure negatively impacts manual performance in a simulated medical visual
search task
• Automation can reduce this negative effect but there were no positive effects of time
pressure with a highly reliable automation
• The joint performance of the human-automation dyad was sub-optimal, regardless of
time pressure
• Studying search behavior can help to gain a better understanding of automation use
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